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Summary

In a recent paper, Bradburd et al. (2013) proposed a model to quantify the relative effect of7

geographic and environmental distance on genetic differentiation. Here, we enhance this method in8

several ways.9

1. We modify the covariance model so as to fit better with mainstream geostatistical models10

and avoid mathematically ill-behaved covariance functions,11

2. we extend the model - initially implemented only for co-dominant bi-allelic markers such as12

SNPs - to encompass highly polymorphic markers such as microsatellites,13

3. we implement and test a model selection procedure that allows users to assess which model14

(e.g. with or without an environment effect) is most suited,15

4. we code all our MCMC algorithms in a mix of compiled languages which allows us to decrease16

computing time by at least one order of magnitude,17

5. we propose an approximate inference and model selection method allowing us to deal with a18

large number of loci.19

6. We also illustrate the potential of the method by re-analysing three datasets, namely harbour20

porpoises in Europe, coyotes in California and herrings in the Baltic Sea.21

The computer program developed here is freely available as an R package called Sunder. It takes22

as input geo-referenced allele counts at the individual or population level for co-dominant markers.23

Program homepage: www2.imm.dtu.dk/̃ gigu/Sunder24
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1 Background25

The magnitude of gene flow between two populations is expected to relate to the geographical26

distance between them, a phenomenon known since Wright (1943) as isolation by distance (IBD).27

Variation in environmental conditions can also restrict gene flow, a process referred to as isolation28

by environment (IBE, Wang & Summers, 2010; Shafer & Wolf, 2013; Sexton et al., 2014). In their29

recent review, Wang & Bradburd (2014) list four processes that can potentially generate isolation30

by environment: biased dispersal, natural selection against immigrants, sexual selection against31

migrants and reduced hybrid fitness. Disentangling the role of geographic distance and environ-32

mental heterogeneity in shaping genetic variation is a critical issue in landscape genetics studies.33

This can help to better understand micro-evolutionary processes towards incipient speciation and to34

address more practical questions involved in populations management and conservation decisions.35

So far, this question has mainly been addressed using partial Mantel tests, which can lead to36

erroneous conclusions in presence of auto-correlation (Guillot & Rousset, 2013). In a recent paper,37

Bradburd et al. (2013) proposed an alternative method based on a geostatistical model, which does38

not suffer from the flaw affecting the partial Mantel test. In the latter approach, the key modelling39

ingredient is a covariance matrix model that summarises individual or population pairwise genetic40

variation. It assumes that covariance decays in an exponential fashion as a function of geographic41

and environmental distances. The main output of the method is an estimate of two parameters that42

quantify how genetic covariance relate to geographic and environmental distances. The method is43

implemented in the R package BEDASSLE (Bradburd, 2013) and has been used for example by44

Bradburd et al. (2013) to analyse human and teosinte data and by Harvey & Brumfield (2014) to45

analyse tropical bird data.46

In their conclusion, Bradburd et al. (2013) made the wish that users would elaborate on the47

framework they presented. Here, we take up this assignment and propose to enhance their method48

in several ways: (i) We modify the covariance model to fit better with mainstream geostatistical49

models, (ii) we extend the model - initially implemented only for co-dominant bi-allelic markers50

such as SNPs - to encompass highly polymorphic markers such as microsatellites, (iii) we implement51

a model selection procedure that allows users to assess which model (e.g. with or without an52

environment effect) is most suited, (iv) we code all our algorithms in a mix of C and Fortran53
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language which allows us to decrease computing times significantly, (v) we propose an approximate54

inference and model selection method allowing to deal with datasets consisting of millions of loci.55

The next section presents our models and algorithm, they are partly reminiscent of Wasser et al.56

(2004), Guillot & Santos (2009) and Bradburd et al. (2013) but for the sake of clarity, we attempt57

to give a self-contained description here and we list in Supporting Material the detail of similarities58

and differences between our program called Sunder and the BEDASSLE program. The remaining59

part of the paper is devoted to the analysis of data simulated under two different models, then to60

the re-analysis of three previously published datasets.61
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2 Method62

2.1 Statistical models63

2.1.1 Model with binomial/multinomial distribution64

Genotype and allele frequency model: We assume that the data at hand are a collection of al-65

lele counts over groups of individuals (or possibly a single individual) observed at various geographic66

locations and we denote by gsla the count of alleles of type a, at locus l observed at geographical67

location s and by nsl the haploid sample size at geographical location s for locus l (nsl = 2 if a single68

diploid individual is observed at site s and genotyped at locus l). Al denotes the number of alleles69

observed for locus l (usually Al= 2 for SNPs, more for microsatellite markers). We denote by fsla70

the frequency of allele a at locus l in a population located at geographical site s. We assume that71

the alleles observed at location s form a random sample of the underlying local population which72

we assume to be at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. For co-dominant markers this translates into73

the assumption that allele counts are multinomials (in particular binomials for bi-allelic markers),74

which we denote (gsl1, ..., gslAl
) ∼ Multinom(nsl; fsl1, ..., fslAl

). To comply with standard statistical75

genetics models, we assume that the vector (fsl1, ..., fslAl
) follows a Dirichlet(α, ..., α) distribution,76

where α is an unknown parameter that controls the variance of allele frequencies. This extends77

the Beta distribution for bi-allelic loci assumed in the Bedassle program and makes the global78

model suitable for the analysis of microsatellite markers. We assume that allele frequencies are79

independent across loci but auto-correlated in space. To model this, we assume that a vector80

(fsl1, ..., fslAl
) is equal - up to a deterministic transform - to a vector of Gaussian random fields81

(ysl1, ..., yslAl
). The various components for a = 1, ..., Al of this vector are mutually independent82

but each component ysla is spatially auto-correlated. See (Guillot & Santos, 2009) for details.83

Covariance model: Denoting by hD the geographical distance between sites s and s′ and hE84

the environmental distance between sites s and s′, we consider that85

Cov(ysla, ys′la) = C(hD, hE)

= exp [−(hD/βD + hE/βE)γ ] (1)

In the above, βD and βE are unknown parameters that have the dimension of a geographic distance86

and of an environmental distance, respectively. They quantify the magnitude of the effect of these87
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two variables on genetic covariance. Large values of the βD (resp. βE) parameter correspond to a88

slow decay of the covariance as hD (resp. hE) increases, i.e. a small influence of geographical (resp.89

environmental distance). Two limiting cases are worth noting: βD = +∞ would correspond to a90

situation of panmixia and βD = 0 would correspond to a situation of complete geographical isolation91

of the various populations. We warn against a hurried interpretation of the βD parameter: even92

though βD has the dimension of a geographical distance, it can not be interpreted straightforwardly93

as a demographic parameter such as an average dispersal distance. Strictly speaking, βD solely94

describes the rate of decay of the covariance in space which relates not only to the average dispersal95

distance but also to population density and migration rates (cf e.g. Rousset, 1997, 2001). Besides,96

the system may not be in migration-drift equilibrium (e.g. due to recent expansions), which may97

affect the estimate of βD. The parameter γ is adimensional and quantifies the smoothness of98

spatial variation of the hidden variables y and therefore of the allele frequencies f . Anticipating99

on the analysis of the harbour porpoise data that comes below, we invite the reader to take a100

look at Fig. 2 which illustrates the main pattern captured by equation 1: the spatial correlation101

decays with geographical distance but the decay is specific to the environmental distance between102

populations.103

Covariance model with nugget effect In the model defined by equation 1, the correlation104

becomes arbitrarily close to one when both the geographical and the genetic distance become105

arbitrarily close to zero. In other words, the model defined by equation 1 implies that nearby106

populations can not exhibit any large genetic difference. As noted by Bradburd et al. (2013), this107

property might conflict with certain data, e.g. in case of local introduction, secondary contact,108

barrier to gene flow, where some pairs of geographically close populations can exhibit a high level109

of genetic differentiation. To handle this, we modify the model of equation 1 into110

C(hD, hE) = δI0(hD) +

(1− δ) exp [−(hD/βD + hE/βE)γ ] (2)

The term I0(hD) is equal to 1 when hD = 0 and 0 otherwise. It is known as a nugget effect in111

the geostatistical literature (Cressie & Wikle, 2011, pp. 122-123) and it is used to introduce a112
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discontinuity of the covariance function at hD = 0. Including a nugget effect in the covariance113

function amounts to assuming that the variable considered is the sum of spatially unstructured114

term (random noise) and a spatially structured term. It is used in geostatistics to account for115

measurement errors or as an expedient to model variation taking place at a spatial scale smaller116

than that observable with the data. Here it is used with an alternative goal in mind: it allows us117

to model departure from a strict IBD process at equilibrium and to take into account empirical118

covariance structures with potential large genetic differences between pairs of geographically closely119

located populations.120

Covariance model for several environmental variables: We also extend the covariance121

structure described by Eq.2 to handle the case where a combination of environmental variables122

E1, ..., EJ may explain jointly the covariance structure. Denoting a vector of p environmental123

distances (hE1 , ..., hEp) by hE we consider:124

c(hD,hE) = C(hD, hE1 , ..., hEp)

= δI0(hD) + (1− δ)×

exp

−
hD/βD +

∑
j

hEj/βEj

γ (3)

Covariance model with geographic distance only: The generic model of equation 2 can also125

be simplified and used to investigate spatial genetic variation in absence of any obvious environ-126

mental factor. By dropping hE (or setting βE = +∞) in equation 2, we get:127

C(hD) = δI0(hD) + (1− δ) exp [−(hD/βD)γ ] (4)

Making inference about remaining parameters in Eq. 4 allows one to estimate the spatial rate of128

decay of the genetic covariance. Also, comparing estimates of the βD parameter across populations129

observed in different environmental conditions can help to better understand how environmental130

heterogeneity impacts genetic variation.131

Covariance model with environmental distance only: Finally, the covariance structure of132

equation 2 can be used to investigate spatial genetic variation at a scale where no isolation by133
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distance pattern is expected. By dropping hD (or setting βD = +∞) in equation 2, we get :134

C(hE) = δI0(hD) + (1− δ) exp [−(hE/βE)γ ] (5)

2.1.2 Model with Gaussian distribution135

Regarding the model outlined above, we provide evidence in subsequent sections that an MCMC136

algorithm for inference coupled with cross-validation for model selection works well for a number137

of markers L in the range L = 100−1000. However, for next generation sequencing data consisting138

of up to a million of SNP loci, an MCMC-based approach becomes impractical. Fortunately,139

for datasets where sampling units consist of a sufficiently large number of individuals, and SNP140

loci being mostly bi-allelic, the allele counts (assumed to be binomial in our initial model) can be141

approximated by a Gaussian distribution. In this case, we identify the set of allele counts gsla to the142

set of hidden Gaussian variables ysla. Doing so, we skip the intermediate layer of allele frequencies143

fsla and simply assume that the allele counts gsla are approximately multivariate Gaussian. The144

covariance matrix is assumed to be derived from the same functional expression as before (Eq.145

3). Under this approximate model, the parameters have a slightly different meaning as they bear146

on g rather than on some hypothetical allele frequencies. However, this model still allows us to147

quantify the relative magnitude of the effect of geographic versus environmental isolation. For the148

Gaussian approximation to a binomial distribution, a haploid sample size larger than 30 seems to be149

a minimum. Differences in local sample sizes can be accommodated straightforwardly by working150

with allele frequencies rather than allele counts.151

2.2 Parameter inference and model selection152

2.2.1 Restrictions on parameters153

We focus here on the model described by equation 2. The vector of unknown parameters is θ =154

(α, βD, βE , γ, δ). Covariance functions enjoy a mathematical property known as positive-definiteness155

which mirrors the fact that a variance is always positive. To satisfy this property, the range of the156

γ parameter has to be restricted to [0, 1] when geographical distances are measured as straight line157

distances in the plane (Guillot et al., 2014). When geographical distances are geodesic on the sphere,158

the mathematical conditions under which this covariance model is well behaved mathematically159

are not known beyond the case γ = 1. The same remark applies when using more than one160
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environmental variables (Eq. 3). In this context we recommend treating γ as a fixed parameter161

equal to 1 which guarantees positive-definiteness. The other parameters do not bring any difficulty:162

α ∈ [0,+∞), βE ∈ [0,+∞), βD ∈ [0,+∞), δ ∈ [0, 1).163

2.2.2 Prior distribution and inference for model with binomial/multinomial distribu-164

tion165

The data consist of allele counts for alleles a = 1, ..., Al, at loci l = 1, ..., L over populations166

i = 1, ..., n denoted g = (gila). The vector of unknown parameters is θ = (α, βD, βE , γ, δ) and we167

denote by fil the set of underlying allele frequencies. We aim at simulating from the posterior168

density p(θ|g) ∝ p(g|θ)p(θ). This involves the sampling distribution p(g|θ) that can be expressed as169 ∫
p(g|f, θ)p(f |θ)df and does not have any analytically tractable expression. We therefore simulate170

jointly from p(θ, f |g) ∝ p(g|f, θ)p(f |θ)p(θ) which involves only tractable probability distributions.171

We place independent uniform priors on each component of θ, to do so we choose upper bounds172

for the α, βD and βE that are large enough to make the choice un-consequential. We perform173

Metropolis-within-Gibbs simulation alternating updates of f and updates of θ. In the updates of f ,174

there is no obvious appealing proposal distribution on the frequencies f themselves, so we follow the175

suggestion of Wasser et al. (2004). It consists in adding increments on the independent Gaussian176

variables x defined in the transform y = Lx where L is the lower triangular matrix in the Cholesky177

factorisation of the covariance matrix Σ. In the updates of θ we perform Metropolis-within-Gibbs178

updates with component-wise moves. The steps we take to do so follow Wasser et al. (2004) and179

Bradburd et al. (2013) to a large extent. See SI for illustration of the behaviour of our MCMC180

algorithm.181

2.2.3 Inference for model with Gaussian distribution182

Assuming that allele counts are MVN(µ,Σθ), we estimate θ by maximising the Gaussian likelihood183

p(g|θ). We do this with the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.184

2.2.4 Model selection185

Here we are concerned with the selection of the best sub-models among MG+E : {βD < +∞, βE <186

+∞}, MG : {βD < +∞, βE = +∞}, ME : {βD = +∞, βE < +∞}, defined by their covariance187

structure defined respectively by equations 2, 4 and 5. An approach based on maximising the188
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likelihood on the whole dataset is obviously incorrect as models MG and ME are embedded in189

MG+E . The latter model would therefore necessarily achieve the highest likelihood. To avoid this190

issue, we base our method on cross-validation (CV) as follows: We split the dataset into a training191

set (a random subset of locations × loci) and a validation set (the remaining data points). The192

reason for defining the training set as a combination of geographical locations and loci (in contrast193

with (i) a subset of loci at all locations or (ii) a subset of locations at all loci) is related to the194

structure of the model. With a training set as in (i), because we assume independence across allele195

frequencies, it would be impossible to predict allele frequencies at loci of the validation set. A196

training set as in (ii), although easy to implement in practice would amount to downgrade greatly197

the density of the spatial sampling and would bring results that would not reflect the actual dataset198

but that of dataset characterised by a lower spatial sampling density. Our strategy in defining the199

training set is an attempt to find a trade-off between degrading the spatial and the genetic sampling200

in the training dataset.201

We use the training set to make inference on the parameters and hidden variables y under the202

three sub-models. This provides us with an estimate of the y variables (and therefore the allele203

frequencies after a deterministic transform) for all combinations (s, l) of the validation set. This204

estimate is the posterior mean obtained by MCMC for the model with binomial marginal and the205

maximum likelihood for the Gaussian approximation.206

Then we plug these estimates in the likelihood function to evaluate the probability of the validation207

set. These two steps (inference and evaluation of the likelihood for the validation set) are performed208

for each of the three competing sub-models. The model selected is the one achieving the highest209

probability. The efficiency of this approach is illustrated in the next section, see also SI for further210

illustration of our cross-validation procedure.211

2.2.5 Summary of main program outputs and computing times212

The Sunder program performs parameter inference (by MCMC simulation or likelihood optimisa-213

tion) and optionally cross-validation on any of the sub-models listed in section 2.2.4. This provides214

the users with a point estimate of θ (the posterior mean) under each sub-model but also a score215

quantifying which sub-model explains the data best. Bayesian inference and model selection on a216

dataset with n = 100 sampling sites and L = 1000 loci takes typically an hour on a standard PC.217
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The same task is performed in a few seconds under the Gaussian approximation.218
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3 Analysis of simulated data219

3.1 Geostatistical simulations / Bayesian inference220

Our first investigation consists in analysing data simulated according to the exact model with multi-221

nomial distribution (described in section 2.1.1 and referred hereafter to as ’geostatistical model’, an222

approach taken e.g. by Novembre & Stephens, 2008). We considered three types of structures for223

the covariance matrix: with effect of both geographic and environmental distances (G+ E), effect224

of geographic distance only (G) and effect of environmental distance only (E). These covariances225

correspond to equations 2, 4 and 5. We generated 100 datasets for each of the three models with226

populations located at 50 geographical sites consisting each of 10 diploid individuals genotyped at227

100 SNP loci and then at 1000 SNP loci. Also, because two of the real datasets reanalysed below228

contain a small number of microsatellite loci, we also investigate simulations at 15 loci, with 10-20229

alleles per locus, and similar to simulations above in all other respects.230

The locations of the geographical sites were sampled uniformly in a [0, 1]× [0, 1] square and231

the environmental variable was sampled independently from a uniform discrete distribution with232

three states that mimics for example the spatial patchy distribution of three habitats. We also233

considered the case where the environmental variable is continuous and spatially auto-correlated.234

In this case, it was simulated as a centred and standardised Gaussian variable with an exponential235

covariance function with parameter scale equal to 0.3. All simulations of genotypes were carried236

out with the same set of parameters for the covariance matrix, namely α = βG = βE = γ = 1 and237

δ = 0.01. For these data, we performed Bayesian inference and model selection under the model238

with multinomial (or binomial) likelihood.239

3.2 Coalescent simulations240

We also simulated data under an isolation by distance model using coalescent simulation with the241

IBDSim program (Leblois et al., 2009). To produce data under conditions that mimic a purely242

geographic model (referred to as G model above), we produced simulations on a 30×30 grid with 20243

diploid individuals per grid node, we took as dispersal distribution a truncated Pareto distribution244

(probability of moving k steps ∝ M/kn with M = 0.82, n = 4.11 and an upper bound equal to245

48) and set the migration rate equal to 0.03. To produce data under a G+E model, we simulated246
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two independent datasets by two independent IBDsim runs at 25 geographical sites each, both247

with the same parameters as the G model described above. Then we merged the two sub-datasets248

together on a square so as to mimic the coexistence of two sub-populations genetically isolated249

by an impermeable barrier. To generate data under an E model, we did the same as in the G+E250

case, except that we set the migrations rate equal to 0.999. Here we generated genotypes at 1000251

independent loci. In a last step, we also simulated data as in the G+E and E cases but picked 4%252

of the individuals in each population and swap them to mimic F0 migrants. In this case, genotypes253

were simulated at 100 SNP loci. In all cases, we sub-sampled 50 of the initial 900 populations to254

produce a dataset at 50 irregularly spaced sampling sites. For these data, we carried out Bayesian255

inference and model selection under the model with binomial likelihood.256

Results on model selection based on the Bayesian model with binomial/multinomial distribution257

are summarised in tables 1. In the conditions studied, our algorithm is able to retrieve the true258

model except in a small fraction of cases where the algorithm is too permissive: the true model is G259

or E and the algorithm selects G+E. The accuracy in model selection increases with the number of260

loci used, with only a handful of model selection error out of 300 simulated datasets for L = 1000261

loci.262

[Table 1 about here.]263

3.3 Assessing the value of the Gaussian approximation264

To assess the value of the Gaussian approximation model, we simulated data under the model with265

binomial likelihood described in sections 2.1.1 but made inference under the approximate model266

and algorithm described in sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.3. We considered various numbers of geographical267

locations n ranging from 50 to 500 and a number of loci L ranging from 100 to 100000. In all cases268

the local haploid sampling size was equal to 2 (a single diploid individual). The environmental269

variable was continuous and spatially auto-correlated. The results are summarised on figure 1270

where it is clear that the Gaussian approximation performs well as soon as the number of loci is271

large.272

[Figure 1 about here.]273
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4 Analysis of real data274

4.1 Harbour porpoise data275

We re-analyse here a dataset consisting of genotypes at 10 microsatellite loci for 752 harbour por-276

poises (Phocoena phocoena) sampled across the North-Atlantic continental shelf area in Europe and277

the Black sea that was initially studied by Fontaine et al. (2007). Among other findings, this initial278

study conjectured the existence of a sharp genetic discontinuity between the Northern Atlantic279

samples and the remaining Atlantic samples off the Iberian coast. This is graphically illustrated by280

Fig. 2 which displays variation of pairwise genetic correlation as a function of pairwise geographic281

distances. Fig. 2 clearly shows that variation in pairwise correlations is not simply explained by282

geographical distances and suggests that there is a genetic discontinuity among clusters, in partic-283

ular between Iberia and North Atlantic clusters, which should be therefore roughly located over284

the Bay of Biscay. Fontaine et al. (2007) linked this genetic discontinuity to sharp variation of285

environmental conditions in the Bay of Biscay.286

[Figure 2 about here.]287

Here we re-analyze this dataset to investigate further the existence of an IBE process. How-288

ever, because the Black Sea populations underwent a specific recent history and are geographically289

isolated by obvious landscape features, we do not include the Black Sea samples in our analysis290

(Fontaine et al., 2012). Also, in their study, Fontaine et al. (2007) measured geographical distances291

as distances along shortest marine path. Because this could bring up mathematical difficulty in292

the covariance model (Guillot et al., 2014) we use straight line distances with planar coordinates.293

Lastly and although our method can handle any sample size (including individual genotype data),294

for consistency with Fig. 6 in Fontaine et al. (2007), who pooled some populations together to295

avoid small sampling size (see supplementary material for detail). In the first place, we used as296

environmental variable a dummy variable taking values 0/1 and encoding the membership to the297

genetic clusters inferred by Fontaine et al. (2007) (North Atlantic/Iberia). We used this dummy298

variable as a surrogate for a combination of unobserved real environmental variables and performed299

model selection among the models G, E and G + E. We launched ten MCMC runs of 107 itera-300

tions. There was no consensus between these runs but out of these ten runs, the model selected301
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most often was G+ E. This adds weight to the initial conjecture of Fontaine et al. (2007) about302

the existence of a genetic discontinuity between Iberia and North Atlantic. We also carried out303

similar MCMC runs after removing data from sites from the the Bay of Biscay and the Celtic Sea.304

These sites display a significant amount of admixture Fontaine et al. (2010, 2014), which may act305

as a confounder in our analysis (these pairs of populations can be identified on Fig. 2, see also SI).306

In this second analysis there is still no consensus across the ten runs, but the model that is now307

selected most often is E.308

North of the Bay of Biscay, Fontaine et al. (2007) also observed variation in the IBD strength,309

which could result from spatial variations in effective population density and/or dispersal pattern.310

We replicated this analysis using SUNDER to show its capability to address such question. To do311

so, we estimated parameters under the ”G” model for North-Atlantic sub-areas 2A, 2B, 3A,3B,312

3C defined by their latitudes (see SI Fig. IX). The results of inference for βD are as follows: 2A:313

β̂D=10392km , 2B: β̂D=37386km, 3A: β̂D=12939km, 3B: β̂D=15627km, 3C: β̂D=32880km. In314

words: genetic similarity decays with geographical distance at a faster pace in the South than in315

the North. This is consistent with the findings of Fontaine et al. (2007) based on the moment based316

method of Rousset (1997, 2000).317

4.2 Coyote data318

We considered data previously analysed by Sacks et al. (2008) consisting of genotypes at 14 auto-319

somal microsatellite loci of 1828 coyotes (Canis latrans) sampled in California (USA) in a region320

including two distinct ecoregions: the California Floristic Province (CFP) and the Desert-Prairie321

ecoregion (DPE). The CFP ecoregion displays a heterogeneous landscape while the DPE ecoregion322

displays a homogeneous landscape. Sacks et al. (2008) found evidence that coyotes sampled from323

the CFP exhibit genetic structure concordant with habitat subdivisions, while coyotes from widely324

dispersed sampling sites within the homogeneous DPE exhibit little or no structure. We analysed325

this dataset using the model with multinomial distribution. To estimate an ecoregion-specific scale326

parameter for our covariance model, we only considered the geographical distance in our analyses327

(hence using a G model), and performed runs independently for the two ecoregions. Doing so, we328

obtained an estimate β̂D of approximately 780 kms for the CFP ecoregion and 5638 kms for the329

DPE ecoregion. These result confirm the findings of Sacks et al. (2008) and allow to further quan-330
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tify the magnitude of habitat heterogeneity effect on coyote populations. Indeed, the decorrelation331

distance is reduced by a factor of approximately 7 when comparing the subdivided CFP region to332

the homogeneous DPE region.333

4.3 Herring data334

Lastly, we re-analysed a dataset consisting of allele counts at 440817 SNP loci for 400 herrings335

sampled at eight locations in the Baltic sea and the North Sea analysed by Lamichhaney et al.336

(2012). In these data, the haploid sampling size is equal to 100 for each sampling site and the337

Gaussian approximation of the Binomial distribution was used. For this spatial sampling, straight338

line distances are not appealing as they amount to disregarding the Scandinavian peninsula land339

mass between the Baltic Sea and the North Sea. We use distances measured as straight lines340

along the coast line which amounts to assuming a linear habitat. Following Lamichhaney et al.341

(2012) we consider salinity as a potential driver of genetic differentiation and perform again model342

selection with models G, E and G+E. The model that provided the best fit among E,G and E+G343

in the cross-validation procedure was E which corresponds to an absence of a significant isolation344

by distance pattern and an effect of salinity on genetic differentiation.345
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5 Discussion346

We have modified and extended the model proposed by Bradburd et al. (2013) in order to make347

it fit better with traditional geostatistical models and avoid issues related to positive definiteness.348

We have proposed a statistical model selection method that allows users to go beyond posterior349

distributions and provides them with a decision criterion as to what model describes best the data.350

We have also implemented the MCMC inference corresponding to this updated model (and various351

submodels) in a mix of C and Fortran code. This code is wrapped in an R package available from352

the Comprehensive R Archive Network called Sunder. Implementing the main MCMC loop in353

Fortran allows us to decrease computing times typically by a factor 20 on a dataset consisting354

of about 100 loci and 50 populations. The model selection procedure proves to work well in the355

conditions investigated. The numerical values reported have to be taken with a grain of salt as they356

correspond to some best case scenarios where the model assumed in inference complies well with the357

data-generating process. For datasets consisting of 1000 loci, one could have been worried about358

MCMC convergence issues. The results about model selection show that there is no major MCMC359

convergence issue here (see Supporting Information for examples of MCMC runs) and suggest that360

the algorithm is still well behaved for even larger datasets. We stress also that the results reported361

here are based on a single MCMC run, in particular we did not experience any of the MCMC run362

failures reported by Bradburd et al. (2013). In a large majority of cases, erroneous model selection363

results consist of a preference for G+E when the true model is either G or E. This preference364

for the most complex model has been observed in a populations genetics context (see Alexander365

& Lange, 2011, for an example) and is likely to result from the absence of penalisation for the366

number of model parameters in the cross-validation strategy. In our results, this issue affects more367

markedly simulations performed under the G model than under the E model. In the covariance368

models considered here, geography and environment play formally a completely similar role (cf the369

symmetry in hG and hE in Eq. 1-5). Therefore, under the family of inference models considered370

here, there is intrinsically no greater algorithmic difficulty to estimate an IBD effect than an IBE371

effect. The asymmetry in G and E observed in table 1 has to result from the specific simulations372

conditions studied here. In all the geostatistical simulations involving the αG or the αE parameter,373

there values were set equal to one. However, to avoid redundancy of simulations under the G and374
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E scenarios, in our simulations, the distribution of values of the geographic and environmental375

distances were not the same, the former spreading typically across a broader range than the latter.376

Turning the results of our simulations into a rule to assess the likelihood to detect a spurious effect377

would be certainly useful but is practically out of reach as this rule would have to depend on the378

effect size which is precisely one of the quantity that our model attempts to estimate.379

The nugget coefficient δ (Eq. 2-5) controls how much an allele frequency at a given location380

will depart from those at neighbouring locations. In our approach, this coefficient is shared across381

all populations. This contrasts with the model implemented in Bedassle. In the latter approach,382

there is an over-dispersion model where a parameter accounting for departure from the binomial383

distribution (and which can be related to a population inbreeding coefficient) plays a role similar to384

that of our nugget effect. In Bedassle this parameter is population-specific and estimated for each385

population. The latter approach allows therefore more flexibility in the way population-specific386

events in population histories (e.g. unequal population sizes, bottlenecks) can be encompassed387

and understood. In addition to a slightly more flexbible modeling framework on this aspect, the388

Bedassle program provides users with a model-fit diagnostic tool based on comparing data to389

posterior predictive simulations. Such plots can be informative but can not be implemented in390

our framework since our Gaussian approximation is based on a pure likelihood approach. Also we391

believe that the interest of the present covariance-based modeling approach resides in the model392

selection strategy it offers rather in its ability to fit data. We re-analysed three previously published393

datasets and could confirm earlier findings on the basis of objective criteria and support conclusions394

with quantitative facts. On coyote data, we confirm findings of Sacks et al. (2008) on specialisation395

of coyotes by ecotypes. On the herring data, we confirm findings of Lamichhaney et al. (2012)396

about the role of salinity. In the model selection procedure, the combinations (s, l) that define the397

training and validation sets are randomly chosen. This implies that even under perfect MCMC398

convergence, the outcome of the model selection procedure (that is based on an MCMC run on a399

training set and an evaluation of the likelihood at the validation set) remains random and therefore400

subject to variation from one run to another. This does not appear to be an issue in our analysis401

of simulated data (cf good results obtained in terms of model selection accuracy in table 1). In the402

analysis of the porpoise data, the results from Sunder clearly support previous findings, however403

we faced inconsistencies across MCMC + CV runs several times. This is likely due to the small404
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number of loci and therefore rather inherent to the lack of information in the data than to a genuine405

weakness of the method.406

Guillot & Rousset (2013) showed that the Mantel test and its widely used alternative, the407

partial Mantel test were flawed when one interprets the p-values as a measure of the significance408

of the correlation between two spatially auto-correlated variables. This result was also confirmed409

by Bradburd et al. (2013). This is because the permutation procedure is incorrect in presence410

of spatial auto-correlation and the p-values returned are not well calibrated. This often leads to411

the detection of spurious correlation. The results we report in section 3 suggest that the present412

method is not prone to this issue. For example, in the herring dataset, there is a clear correlation413

between the location along the Scandinavian peninsula coastline and the salinity, with increasing414

salinity from the North of the Baltic Sea (3%) to the North Sea (35%). This means that one of415

these two variables could act as a confounding factor when analysing the effect of the other one416

on genetic differentiation. Here we are able to analyse jointly the effect of these two variables and417

can conclude on the presence of an effect of salinity only. A similar situation was encountered in418

the geostatistical simulation of a continuous environmental variable (results reported in tab 1) and419

this does not affect the accuracy of the method. This adds weight to the idea that our method is420

a useful alternative to the partial Mantel test.421
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Figure 1: Results of model selection. Data from geostatistical simulations with allele counts sampled
from a binomial distribution. Inference carried out under the approximate Gaussian model.
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Figure 2: Pairwise genetic correlation among sampling units as a function of straight line distance.
The colour refers to the genetic cluster memberships of the sampling units involved in each pair
(estimate from Fontaine et al. (2007)). Yellow triangles: pairs of population belonging to the same
clusters, blue squares: Iberia/North-Atlantic, red dots: Black Sea/North Atlantic, black dot: Black
Sea/Iberia. Green arrows point toward the pairs of sites Iberia-Ireland and Iberia-Gascony. See SI
for details.
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True model \Selected model G+E G E

Geostatistical simulations, discrete environmental variable
Bi-allelic loci L = 100

G+E 100 0 0
G 14 86 0
E 0 0 100

Bi-allelic loci L = 1000
G+E 100 0 0
G 0 100 0
E 0 0 100

Geostatistical simulations, continuous environmental variable
Highly polymorphic loci L = 15

G+E 99 1 0
G 32 68 0
E 29 0 71

Bi-allelic loci L = 100
G+E 100 0 0
G 16 84 0
E 7 0 93

Bi-allelic loci L = 1000
G+E 100 0 0
G 1 99 0
E 0 0 100

IBDSIM simulations, discrete environmental variable
Bi-allelic loci L = 1000

G+E 100 0 0
G 7 93 0
E 0 0 100

Bi-allelic loci L = 100
G+E with F0 migrants 95 5 0
G 41 55 4
E with F0 migrants 9 0 91

Table 1: Results of model selection on simulated data. In each sub-table, a value of 100% on the
diagonal indicates a perfect result.
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